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                  ABSTRACT  

 

With the headway in innovation, there's an unexpected float of individuals from 

varying backgrounds towards specialized contraptions. With the progression, 

there comes cutoff times and time limits to tolerate. These days there's a 

prerequisite of saving time any place we can. Shopping edifices are where we 

carve out individuals all the opportunity, subsequently these makes phone call for 

a more significant level of progression and infrastructure.To make shopping 

encounters somewhat less unwieldy and more smooth without the hustle of 

remaining in lengthy lines to get your buy charged. Our venture expects to give a 

brought together and robotized charging framework utilizing RFID (radio 

recurrence sign innovation) and ZigBee correspondence. These RFID labels are 

appended to every item in the shopping market which simply should be just 

filtered and the thing gets put on your tab. We target saving your experience as 

well as it's a drive to advance "Credit only India" as the bill installments can be 

made by RFID ATM cards, sending a synopsis and affirmation to your enrolled 

versatile number right away. Hence it's essentially a creation to save your time 

and bring in your cash exchanges simpler.. 
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                        CHAPTER 1 :- INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

In the current time, each individual going out for shopping, first invests his energy 

gathering different things according to his need and afterward trusting that his 

turn will get to paya for every one of the things he bought. This is a tedious 

interaction which can be adjusted. Shopping edifices are where we set aside 

individuals all the opportunity, in this manner these makes phone call for a more 

significant level of headway and infrastructure.To make shopping encounters 

somewhat less lumbering and more smooth without the hustle of sstanding in 

lengthy lines to get your buy charged The primary motivation behind our task is 

to give an incorporated and computerized charging framework uusing RFID and 

Zigbee correspondence to serve our necessity of saving time. The eexposure to 

RFID makes the ttraditional or obsolete retail process speedier, straightforward 

and productive. Every item in the shopping center will be provided with a RFID 

tag to recognize its sort and each truck will contain a board .The board contains 

aan Arduino board , LCD show ,RFID peruser ,Zigbee module, gGSM module , 

bBuzzer keypad .tThe ccentralized data set will give the item data on the LCD 

screen ppresent on the shopping basket and It'll make the charging system quicker 

and smoother with much less botheration. 
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            Centralized Billing system Representation 

 

                       Fig 1 – Central automated billing system 
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1.1 MOTIVATION 

 

Nowadays, everything is getting digital. Gone are those days 

where  everyone used to go to shopping malls to buy products 

while standing in a longg queue , now  everything is just a click 

away. While discussing about this with my friend we came to 

a  cconclusion to work on such a project to understand the inner 

workings  of how a data is classified and the productt becomes a 

hit or not.  

Since wee aare extremely interested in eeverything having a 

relation with  cloud computing and IOT , this independent project 

was a great opportunity to  give me the timee to learn and confirm 

my interest for this field. The  ssole fact that one can make 

eestimations, predictions and give the  aability for machines to 

learn by themselves is powerful as well as  limitlesss in terms of 

application possibilities.  
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                     CHAPTER 2 :- LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1. Smart shopping cart with automatic billing system through RFID and 

ZigBee 

Mr. P. Chandrasekar and Ms. T. Sangeetha 

This aapplication makes a computerized focal charging framework for the shopping 

center. Clients can cover their bills through credit/charge cardss. Zigbee and RFID 

are utilized in it. 

Radio recurrence distinguishing proof (RFID) innovation may not exclusively be 

helpful for smoothing out stock and supply chains: it could likewise make customers 

swarm. ZigBee ddevices frequently ttransmit information over longer distances by 

going information through halfway gadgets to arrive at additional far off ones, 

making a lattice organization; i.e., an organization with no unified ccontrol or high-

power transmitter/recipient ready to arrive at all of the nnetworked gadgets. 

This paper gives brought together and mechanized bbilling framework utilizing 

RFID and ZigBee correspondence. Every result of shopping center, grocery stores 

will be given a RFID tag, to distinguish its sort. 

Each shopping basket is planned or carried out with a Product Identification Device 

(PID) that contains microcontroller, LCD, a RFID peruser, EEPROM, and ZigBee 

module. Buying item data will be perused a RFID peruser on shopping basket, mean 

while pproduct data will be put away into EEPROM appended to it and EEPROM 

information will be ship off Central Billing System through ZigBee modulee 

2. Novel Model for Automating Purchases using Intelligent Cart  

Ms. Vrinda and Ms. Niharika 

This paper gives a thought of LCD utilized for offers, limits and complete bills. 

The present client has a more profound understandingg in comparing item costs; 

has incredible assumptions in administrations and client regard.RADIO 

FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION (RFID) innovation certifies acknowledgment 

and connection of an article to an extraordinary recognitionn code on the RFID label 

appended on the item. 

RFID and wwireless organizations are arising innovations, making the regular retail 

process quick, undeniable, straightforward and viable. This innovation addresses to 

retailers an opportunity to diminish costs and to improve administrations, allowing 
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to go to customers quicklyy and giving customized administrations. 

The really innovative hold back nothing model is utilization of RFID innovation for 

the programmed item acknowledgment inside the truck, in this way canceling client 

intercession in the strategy of thing perusing for installment. These days, the 

utilization of standardized identification for ware location presents a few 

sshortcomings: data is static, grants each ssingle perusing in turn, involves view, 

low reach and security. RFID innovation is more secure, can give different sorts of 

data, can make simultaneous readings, with no need view. Broadening these ideas, 

it conceivable to frame a framework that naturally order each thing, likewise 

robotizing buys and dispensing with the long lines and bboosting time proficiency. 

The model of a canny shopping basket (implanted framework) is introduced which 

can be utilized in supermarkets and shopping centers to tackle the current issues. 

The intelligentt Shopping Cart is enriched with Radio Frequency Identification 

(RFID) rreader for item acknowledgment and a tag so this truck can be 

distinguished. Additionally, it likewise has a LCD displayy that tells the clients 

about thing costs, offers, limits and the complete bill. When the thing is dropped 

into or taken out from this shrewd truck, the peruser iidentifies the tagID of item 

and the particular cost of the thing and updates the bill. At the point when the client 

has finished purchasing stuff, he can look at subsequent to taking care of the bill 

without the need to remain in lines. This proposed model is effectively adaptable, 

vigorous and requires no exceptional trainingg. The savvy truck's programmed 

charging framework makes shopping a sinecure as it liberates the staff from drawn-

out checkout examining, decreasing all out number of worker's required and raising 

functional viability of the framework. In this paper, the model introduced 

considerably brings down the upward of the previous proposed models. 

3. The RFID based Smart Shopping Cart  

Ms. Rupali Sawant, Kripa Krishnan, Shweta Bhokre and Ms, Priyanka Bhosale 

This paper gives a thought of involving a portable for covering the bill by means of 

various versatile applications. 

The design execution of the framework and the principal end of the framework is to 

permit the shopper a neww improved approach to shopping. The typical shopping 

experience till date, after the develop of different stores is: enter the store, take a 

streetcar and ppush it around the whole store looking for the items required, load 

them into the streetcar, stand in line, cover the bill, exit from store. From the 

proposed model, the use of RFID appreciates bbenefits, for example, resulting 

decrease in item cost, rreduced human mediation and work cost, accessibility of 

getting to the ongoing data about the assorted items inside the shopping cartt. 

Each RFID framework the transponder Tags contain data. Data can be just about as 
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little as a solitary parallel piece, or enormous cluster of pieces like a character code, 

individual clinical data, or in a real sense any sort of data that can be put away in 

advanced twofold arrangement. 

Peruser generatess RF transporter sine waves. When tag gets adequate energy, Tags 

yield semiconductor shunts the curl relating to the information being taken off of 

memory cluster Reader performed advanced information encoding. 

4. Electronic Shopping Cart for Effective Shopping based on RFID 

Ms. Kalyani Dawkhar, Shraddha Dhomase and Ms. Samruddhi Mahabaleshwarkar 

This paper concludess that the time expected for charging in the shopping centers is 

chopped down in self checking. 

In various sort of businesses the electronic gadgets like shrewd card peruser, 

standardized identification and RFID scanner having more uusage. This sort of 

devices likewise expected in grocery stores. In the current, in the shopping center 

each individual takes item put intoo streetcar. 

After the sshopping is done that individual need to remain in the line for charging. 

In the charging system a sell individual output standardized tag yikes every single 

item and gives last bill. This cycle is exceptionally tedious and it turns out to be 

most awful on siestas, extraordinary offers or ends of the week. To conquer that we 

have been fostered a savvy way for shopping in shopping centers. Every single item 

has RFID tag iinstead of scanner tag. 

The ssmart streetcar will have RFID peruser, LCD show. At the point when an 

individual put any item in the streetcar it will examine and the expense, name and 

lapse date of the item will show. Cost will add into definite bill. Bill will be put 

away in microcontroller memory. It will move from RF transmitter to RF recipient. 

Recipient will move this data to the PC through sserial correspondence. 

5. RFID based Smart Shopping and Billing  

Zeeshan Ali and Reena Sonkusare 

In this paper, more use of LCD like eliminating the molecule by drop button on 

LCD executed. 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is becoming ideal innovation as an 

aalternative to standardized tag frameworks. RFID frameworks pprovide a 

programmed recognizable proof strategy, depending on putting away and remotely 

recovering information utilizing RFID labels or transponders. A RFID tag is an item 

that can be joined to or integrated into an item, creature, or individual with the end 

goal of ID utilizing radio waves. Chip-based RFID labels ccontain silicon chips and 
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radio wires. 

In this paper, wwe have fostered a brilliant shopping basket framework that permits 

clients to deal with their shopping list while shopping and just cover the bill at the 

checkout counter. The sshopping truck can ascertain naturally and show the all out 

costs of the relative multitude of items inside it. This makes it simple for the client 

to know the amount of the person possesses to pay while shopping and not at the 

checkout counter. This way the client can get quicker administration at the checkout. 

The benefit for the retailers is that they would require a less clerks, which would 

bring about a huge cut in their expenses. 

6. Intelligent Shopping Cart  

Raju Kumar, K. Gopalakrishna and K. Ramesha 

It clarify how for access constant data about the different item inside the shopping 

basket. 

The principal objective of this is to give an innovation situated, minimal expense, 

effectively versatile, and tough framework for helping shopping face to face. 

The created framework comprises of 3 key parts/modules (a) Server 

Communication part (SCC) (b) User Interface and show part (UIDC), and (c) 

Automatic charging and Inventory the executives part (ABIMC). SCC lays out 

and keeps up with the association of the shopping basket with the primary server. 

UIDC gives the UI and ABIMC handles the charging and stock administration 

in relationship with the SCC. 

These 3 modules are incorporated into an installed framework and are tried to 

fulfill the usefulness. The super innovative goal for our introduced arrangement 

is the use of RFID innovation for the programmed item ID inside the shopping 

basket in this way disposing of shopper mediation during the time spent item 

perusing for installment. These days, the utilization of standardized tag for item 

recognizable proof presents a few restrictions: just the product‟s class is 

distinguished; data is static; permits each single perusing in turn; requires view; 

has low reach and security. RFID innovation is more safe, more secure, 

distinguishes items in a novel way, can give different kinds of data, can make a 

few synchronous readings, doesn‟t need view and it has a high reach. So 

programmed item recognizable proof is conceivable all current items inside the 

grocery store should be related to RFID labels and each shopping basket should 

have a RFID peruser. The scope of the RIFD peruser should not stretch out past 

the flat shopping basket restricts so that perusing items inside other shopping 

baskets or on racks doesn't occur. In any case, range can't be not exactly as far 

as possible with outcome of not recognizing items that are inside the shopping 

basket yet out of the reader‟s range. 
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                 CHAPTER 3:- SYSTEM DEVELOPEMENT 

 

3.1 HARDWARE USED 

 

● Arduino Uno 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  (Fig 2 – Arduino Uno) 

 

● Arduino Uno Board Description 
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● RFID TAGS 

  

                                   (Fig 3 – RFID TAGS) 

RFID tags consist of 3 key ccomponents, namely, an in-built chip, a ssubstrate 

and an aantenna. 

 A ggeneral RFID chip is ccapable of aaccumulating 96 bits of ddata but some           

other cchips have a ccapacity of sstoring 1000-2000 bits. 

       Every RFID ccard has an unique ID nnumber. 

 

● RFID Reader 

  

                            (Fig 4 – RFID Reader) 
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->The reader gives radio waves in ranges of anywhere from 1 inch to 100 feet or 

maybe eeven more, It bbasically  ddepends on its ppower output and the radio 

frequency which is being  used. 

 ->When an RFID tag goes tthrough the eelectromagnetic area, it detects the     

client's aactivation ssignal. 

->Identificationn 

->Plastic Cubee 

->Transponderr 

->Carrier Frequency: 125 kHz 

● Zigbee Wireless Module 

 

                  (Fig 5 – Zigbee Wireless Module) 
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-> Zigbee is a wwireless innovation bbuilt as an open worldwide  sstandard to 

aaddress the ddistinctive needs of eeconomical, llow-power wwireless IoT 

networks.  

->It is a secure nnetwork ttechnology. 

-> The Range is 100m bbasically (5 to 500m based upon the surrounding). 

-> Data rrates of 250 kbps (2.4GHz). 

Applications: 

1. Home automation, smart lighting. 

2. Industrial control 

3. Embedded sensing 

4. Medical data collection 

 

● Tarang P20 Module 

 

                  (Fig 6 – Tarang P20 Module) 
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->Tarang-P20 mmodules are developed  wwith minimum to mmaximum 

transmit power and it is also used for hhigh reliability wwireless networks. 

-> It ssupports mesh/star ttopologies. 

            Specifications: 

            Operatingg Voltage 3.3V 

            Operatingg Frequency range is 2.4 GHZ 

            Baud rate 9600bps 

            Zigbee Pro Complaint platform. 

            RF Data rate: 250 kbps. 

 

● GSM(Global system for mobile communications) 

->It is used to iinteract with GSM networks using a computer. The GSM module 

only understands AT (Attention) commands. 

  -> We uuse the SIM900 GSM Module. This mmodule assists tthe 

communication in tthe 900MHz band. 

-> In our mmajor pproject,the GSM module rrequires a 12 volts input. So oover 

here we are using a 12V, 1A DC power supply. 

-> GSM can be cconsidered as a pphone for better uunderstanding of the cconcept 

-> Baud rate: 9600bps 

The purpose of the GSM module in this project is to send the SMS to customers 

when they choose bill payment by ATM card. 
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(Fig 7 – GSM(Global system for mobile communications) 

 

 

● LCD (Liquid Crystal display) 

The 16x2 LCD module has a sset off commands each mmeant for doing a 

pparticular job with the display. 

 Data pins are D0-D7, to uuse pins eeffectively we are using D4-D7 which are 

connected to an Arduino board. 

LCD ddisplays are used in our pproject to displayy product names and cost for 

each item. It also used to ddisplay the payment options. 
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                  (Fig 8 – LCD (Liquid Crystal display) 

 

 

 

                  (Fig 9 – Functioning of  RFID ) 
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              (Fig 10 – Block Diagram of the Ecart System) 
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3.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECT 

 

● BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE ECART  
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 3.3 ALGORITHM OF THE PROJECT  

 

                   (Fig 11 – Algorithm of the Project  ) 
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                             (Fig 12 – Flowchart of the algorithm ) 
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                     Chapter 4 :- Performance Analysis                              

 

4.1 FEASIBILITY STUDY 

An achievability study is supposed to be a primer report which investigates the 

subtleties of forthcoming clients and ddetermines you assets rrequirements, 

expenses, government assistance and fffeasibility of the pproposed framework. It 

takes under cconsideration, every one of the limitations inside which tthe 

execution and ooperation of the framework happens. In this stage, the assets 

nneeded ffor the execution like processing hardware, mmanpower and costs are 

eestimated. The assessed assets are ccompared with the aavailable rresources and 

a money saving advantage aanalysis of the ssystem is finished. The ffeasibility 

aanalysis action includes the aanalysis of you issue and afterward ccollecting all 

important data connected with the pproject. The mmain objective of the 

achievability study is to decide if the pproject would be ffeasible as far as 

eeconomic possibility, ttechnical ffeasibility aand ooperational attainability and 

sschedule ffeasibility or not. Additionally, to make ssure that the iinput 

information which is expected for the undertaking is accessible. 

Thus, we have assessed the practicality of the framework into the accompanying 

classes: 

• tTechnical achievability 

• oOperational achievability 

• tEconomic achievability 

             • tSchedule achievability 
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4.1.1 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY    

The assessment of specialized plausibility is a precarious part the it 

comes to of a ffeasibility study. This is bbecause, at this ppoint in time 

tthere isn't any point by point ddesigned yikes the ssystem, making it 

ddifficult to get to issues like pperformance, ccosts (by virtue of the 

sort of innovation to be conveyed) and so on. Various issues should be 

considered while doing a specialized aanalysis; uunderstand the 

different innovations utilized inside the pproposed framework. Prior to 

ccommencing the venture, we must be extremely clear aabout what are 

the ttechnologies that are expected for the ddevelopment of the new 

framework. Regardless of whether the required ttechnology is 

aavailable? Our framework is in fact ffeasible since every one of the 

expected instruments are effectively aavailable. Albeit all apparatuses 

that sseem to be eeasily accessible ccome with cchallenges as well. 

 

4.1.2 OPERATIONAL FEASIBILITY 

Proposed project is valuable the length of it very well may be transformed into 

data frameworks that wwill meet the rrequirements of the ooperation. In ssimpler 

tterms, this trial of ffeasibility aasks whether the framework will work wwhen it 

is ddeveloped and introduced. Are there mmajor boundaries to Implementation? 

The proposed is to shape a ssimplified web aapplication. It is more 

straightforward to work uupon and can be used any site pages. It is free and not 

exorbitant to ooperate.               

4.1.3 ECONOMIC FEASIBILTY  

It endeavors to gauge the expenses of creating and executing another 

framework, aagainst the advantages that would iincrease throughout some 

stretch of time from having the new ssystem set up. This ffeasibility study 

ddone for the nnew framework gives the top mmanagement the eeconomic 

avocation. A straightforward financial examination wwhich gives the 

genuine ccomparison of ccosts and bbenefits are undeniably more 

mmeaningful for this situation. Moreover, this ends up being a helpful mark 

of rreference to ddifferentiate genuine expenses as the pproject pprogresses. 

There could be various theoretical benefits by virtue of aautomation. These 
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could iincrease iimprovement in pproduct quality, bbetter dynamic aability, 

and idealness of information, facilitating exercises, iimproved aaccuracy of 

ooperations, better documentation and rrecord keeping, quicker rretrieval of 

the information. It is a wweb based application. It isn't exorbitant to Create 

the application. 

 4.1.4  SCHEDULE FEASIBILITY  

A task is fundamentally of no utilization in the event that it takes too 

lengthy to possibly be finished before it becomes valuable. Ordinarily, 

this is aabout assessing the way in which long the framework will take 

to ddevelop, and wwhether or not it very well may be finished in a given 

timeframe utilizing some mmethods, for example, ppayback period. 

Plan possibility is a mmeasure how rreasonable the venture schedule is. 

Given our specialized mastery, are the ddeadlines given for the task, 

rreasonable? Some pproject is start with explicit cutoff times. It is 

important to sort out whether the cutoff times are required or alluring. 

A minor ddeviation can be eencountered in the first timetable chose at 

the ccommencement of the undertaking. The aapplication improvement 

is conceivable regarding plan.         

4.2 Requirement Definition   

 

After the eextensive analysis of the iissues faced within the system, 

we  are ffamiliarised wwith the needs and rrequirements of the 

current  ssystem. The rrequirement that the system nneeds is 

ccategorised into tthe  ffunctional and nnon-functional rrequirements. 

These rrequirements are  listed below:  

4.2.1. Functional Requirements  

Utilitarian prerequisite are those capacities or highlights that should be 

remembered for any ssystem to satisfy the business nneeds and be adequate to 

the clients. In light of this ddefinition, the ffunctional prerequisites required by 

the framework are as per the following: 

• Framework sshould have the option to pprocess new audits put away in 

ddatabase after recovery 
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• Framework ought to have the option to aanalyse information and group the 

extremity of each survey 

 

4.2.2. Non-Functional Requirements   

Non-practical rrequirements is a depiction of highlights, qualities and trait of the 

framework as well as any limitations that mmay limit the limits of the proposed 

framework. The nnon-useful rrequirements are basically founded on the 

exhibition, iinformation, economy, control and security effectiveness and 

administrations. In view of these the non-utilitarian prerequisites are as per the 

following: 

• Client ffriendly 

• Framework ought to pprovide better exactness 

• To perform with eefficient throughput and reaction time 

To additionally intricate, we can express the nnon utilitarian rrequirements based 

on the accompanying requirements: 

 

 

• Performance  

The rresponse time of the aapplication aimed not to exceed 10 seconds 

for  each interaction. The first ccompilation of tthis much large dataset 

takes  much ttime but over the ttime after ccompiling for several times, 

the  system gets faster.   

• Reliability   

For any transaction, the system sshall respond and sshould not result 

in  failure. In the case of any ffailure, the uuser shall reattempt 

connection to  the ssystem and ppass the reviews again.  

• Availability   

The system shall be aavailable for the user for any rreviews that the 

user  tries to make with the review system. If the system doesn’t 

provide  polarity, the user sshall reattempt to run the ppolarity code 

again.   

• Securityy 

• Maintainabilityy   

• Portabilityy  

The application will be iindependent of the uunderlying OS or 

hardware.  The aapplication only rrequires the presence of any 
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incorporated  middleware and the ddatabases used on the mmachine 

on wwhich the  application is being pported.   
 
 

 

4.3 Disadvantages of barcode technology (Existing System) 
 

1. Barcodess don't have rread/compose abilities. 

 

2. It needs ooptical view (LOS) sscanning. 

 

3. It is llabor iintensive in nature as it rrequires to be sscanned separately. 

 

4. Assuming we take a gander at security , it is vvery less ssecure as ccompared 

to RFID wwhich can be eeasily hhammered out. 

 

5. Scratched or wwrinkled bbarcodes may cause ddifficulties while filtering. 

 

4.4 Advantages of RFID Technology(proposed System) 
 

1. RFID tag and the RFID reader sshould not be necessarily in the lline of 

sight to mmake the ssystem work. 

 

2.  Unlike bbarcodes, tags can store mmore information. Moreover it follows 

commands or instructions of reader. 

 

3. RFID technology is very fflexible in its working and hence smaller and 

larger RFID devices are aavailable as per application. 

 

4. Tags can be uused in a read only mmode as well as “read/write” mode 

uunlike barcodes. 
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                            4.3 WORKING PROCEDURE 

Step 1 

Switch on the ppower ssupply of the hhardware kit. Connect the zigbee module to 

the ccomputer with the help of USB cable. Open the library  and sselect the COM 

port. 

Step 2 

The LCD screen  in the hhardware sdisplays "welcome to trolley billing” after some 

delay in time it ddisplays "waiting for the items" then add the iitems to the cart by 

keeping RFID ccard near the RFID rreader then the pproduct details will be 

displayed on the LCD screen 

Step 3 

After  adding some of the items we ccan also ddelete a product/item by pressing the 

delete key in the kkeypad. Then the LCD ddisplays a message  "remove an item" 

then the item iss removed  

Step 4 

After we have aadded the items to the ccart , press the save switch. Now we will get 

two cchoices in the LCD screen "1. ppay using ATM card and 2.billing". If you 

want to pay a bill uusing RFID ATM card ppress switch 1 ootherwise press switch  

Step 5 

If you wish to press  switch 1 then sswipe the RFID ATM card then we will get the 

SMS that mmoney is ddebited from the aaccount and at the billing section too we 

can see the status as “bill paid”. 

If you wish to press sswitch 2, at the bbilling area we can see status as “pay the bill”, 

then we have to pay the aamount through ccash. 

Step 6 

All the above ttasks and functioning of the pproject can be noticed on the mmonitor screen. 
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                                   (Fig 13 – Schematic Diagram ) 

 

                                  ARDUINO UNO SOFTWARE  
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COMMANDS THAT WE USE IN ARDUINO UNO SOFTWARE 
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                         CHAPTER 5 :- CONCLUSION 

  

Whenever we add a pproduct into the truck, it peruses the item and ccaptures 

the information. After we hhave aadded the iitem in the ccart the ccustomer 

picks their installment mmode and ttherefore the bill status is refreshed at 

the server of that specific truck. Clients can ppay their nbill through RFID 

ATM card or through cash or ccredit/charge cards at the bbilling area as 

aautomatically the bill is ggenerated. 

 

Subsequently, by utilizing RFID based ssmart sshopping truck and bbilling 

framework the shopping can be mmade simple for the ccustomers as well 

concerning the mmanaging staff as it ddoes not nneed any sspecial ttraining 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 FUTURE SCOPE 

1. Advancement of pprojects should be possible in mmany ways, where 

RFID labels can be rreplaced by RFID stickers wwhich are little in size, 

minimal expense. 

2. Security ccan be eenhanced by ccounting the quantity of items or putting 

weight sensors inside the truck for counting the weight and getting every 

one of the kinds of item names when the ccart is passed tthrough a specific 

walkway utilizing a cameraa module. 

3. Numerous RFID labels can be rread involving a solitary RFID peruser for 

additional items which we wwish to include the truck. 
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